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The genome BLASTatlas—a GeneWiz
extension for visualization of whole-genome
homology
Peter F. Hallin, Tim T. Binnewies* and David W. Ussery

DOI: 10.1039/b717118h

The development of fast and inexpensive methods for sequencing bacterial genomes
has led to a wealth of data, often with many genomes being sequenced of the same
species or closely related organisms. Thus, there is a need for visualization methods that
will allow easy comparison of many sequenced genomes to a defined reference strain.
The BLASTatlas is one such tool that is useful for mapping and visualizing whole
genome homology of genes and proteins within a reference strain compared to other
strains or species of one or more prokaryotic organisms. We provide examples of
BLASTatlases, including the Clostridium tetani plasmid p88, where homologues for toxin
genes can be easily visualized in other sequenced Clostridium genomes, and for a
Clostridium botulinum genome, compared to 14 other Clostridium genomes. DNA
structural information is also included in the atlas to visualize the DNA chromosomal
context of regions. Additional information can be added to these plots, and as an
example we have added circles showing the probability of the DNA helix opening up
under superhelical tension. The tool is SOAP compliant and WSDL (web services
description language) files are located on our website: (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/ws/
BLASTatlas), where programming examples are available in Perl. By providing an
interoperable method to carry out whole genome visualization of homology,
this service offers bioinformaticians as well as biologists an easy-to-adopt workflow
that can be directly called from the programming language of the user, hence
enabling automation of repeated tasks. This tool can be relevant in many pangenomic
as well as in metagenomic studies, by giving a quick overview of clusters of

insertion sites, genomic islands and overall homology between a reference
sequence and a data set.

Background

It has been more than 10 years since the

sequencing of the first bacterial genome

(ref. 1, US patent number 6,528,289), and

currently sequence data are available for

more than a thousand sequenced genomes.

With so many genome sequences, for

several bacterial species multiple genome

sequences exist; for example, at the time

of writing, 10 different Escherichia coli

genomes have been fully sequenced and

published, and draft sequences for an-

other 31 genomes are available, adding
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up to a total of 41 different E. coli

genomes (according to the National Cen-

ter for Biotechnology Information,

NCBI Entrez, 12-Feb-2008). Table 1 lists

the top 20 represented prokaryotic

genera in terms of numbers of fully

sequenced genomes based on recent

counting in Entrez Genome Projects,

although these numbers will change

quickly as more genomes are being

added on a regular basis. Thus, analysis

of multiple genomes of the same organ-

ism (the ‘‘pangenome’’) is now possible,

and as more metagenomic datasets are

published (see for example the projects

listed on the GOLD web pages24), there

is a need for a graphical representation

of how these new data compare to exist-

ing reference strains or model organisms.

We have developed a visualization

method, called ‘‘BLASTatlas’’, for show-

ing mapped alignments of BLAST

searches of a reference sequence against

one or more databases, onto the refer-

ence genome. Early implementation of a

similar method2–4 accounted for the sta-

tistical significance (E-value) of each hit,

by color coding the expectation values

[�log(E)] of the alignment. This method

gives a uniform color throughout the

alignment (gene or protein) but shows

no information about the amino acid

conservation within regions of the align-

ment. At the level of a bacterial chromo-

some, this makes little difference,

although when one zooms in at the level

of individual genes, the older method of

shading the entire gene based on the E-

value gives no information about regions

within a gene (such as functional do-

mains) which might be strongly con-

served, whilst other parts of the gene

have little sequence homology within

other genomes. We have refined the

BLASTatlas method to map each

individual amino acid residue or

nucleotide back to the reference genome

sequence from which the coding se-

quence was derived. Instead of colour-

coding the significance of the entire hit,

this method maps the conservation of the

individual bases or amino acids. Tools

such as the Artemis Comparison Tool

(ACT)5 allow detailed viewing of com-

plete BLAST results, and this is an

excellent graphical method for compar-

ison of two genomes. ACT can also be

extended to compare two genomes to a

reference, placed in the middle. In

contrast, the BLASTatlas method can

compare many genomes to the same

reference, and can provide a quick over-

view of chromosomal regions of gene

conservation across many genomes.

As can be seen from Table 1, for many

of the heavily sampled genera, there are

further genome projects in the pipeline

which will produce even more sequences

than are currently available, and there is

a need for methods for efficient compar-

ison of these genomes, giving an over-

view of general trends in the data. The

BLASTatlas allows the comparison of

many genomes to a reference sequence.

The current limit is about 60 genomes.

There are two levels of comparison, the

first represents a one-page map of the

whole chromosome, and the second level

zooming in a particular region of inter-

est, allowing the visualization of regions

of conservation within individual genes.

The color-coding represents identical

amino acids (or nucleic acids), based on

a pairwise alignment of all protein cod-

ing regions, with the best matches for

each gene in the reference genome

shown. Thus, combining both levels, it

is possible to get a global overview of the

whole chromosome, and to then quickly

identify gene conservation (or lack there-

of) in regions of interest, at the level of

conservation of individual amino acid

residues.

Clostridium botulinum is an important

human pathogen which is the causative

agent of botulism, giving rise to fatal

paralysis of the respiratory muscles,

caused by botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT)

which disrupts nerve functions. The

genes encoding BoNT components are

clustered on the bacterial chromosome

(group I + II strains), on prophages

(group III strains) or on plasmids (group

IV strains). Group I strains encode type

A, B and F type toxins, group II strains

produce type B, E and F toxins and

group III strains encode for type C and

D toxins, whereas group IV strains

produce type G toxin.6 We use the

BLASTatlas method to show the overall

genome homology of the C. botulinum

strain F Langeland, compared to all

currently available and fully sequenced

strains of the Clostridium genus.

Methods

The BLASTatlas method uses all the

provided annotated coding sequences

(or proteins) of a reference genome, and

compares each of those with one or more

genomes. The total genome sequence for

each organism is represented by a data-

base and can contain any number of

DNA or protein sequences. BLAST

searches with a non-stringent E-value

cut-off of 0.01 are used to identify the

best alignments between the reference

sequence protein and the database

(genome) in question. Once identified,

the single best pairwise alignment for

Table 1 The number of species and NCBI Entrez Project IDs of the 20 most represented genera
in the Entrez Genome Projects Database,13 as accessed on 21 October 2007. The numbers in
brackets show the counting of both ongoing and completed projects, whereas the first number
reflects only the completed projects. Candidate genera have been excluded from this counting

Genus Projects Species

Streptococcus 26 [63] 8 [15]
Burkholderia 15 [55] 8 [15]
Bacillus 16 [48] 9 [16]
Clostridium 14 [43] 9 [22]
Vibrio 7 [35] 5 [14]
Mycobacterium 16 [30] 9 [14]
Salmonella 5 [30] 2 [3]
Listeria 4 [29] 3 [6]
Escherichia 10 [27] 1 [1]
Mycoplasma 13 [25] 11 [17]
Shewanella 14 [24] 10 [15]
Pseudomonas 13 [23] 7 [8]
Yersinia 9 [23] 3 [7]
Haemophilus 6 [23] 3 [4]
Staphylococcus 17 [22] 4 [5]
Synechococcus 10 [21] 2 [2]
Campylobacter 9 [20] 5 [9]
Francisella 7 [16] 1 [2]
Lactobacillus 11 [15] 10 [12]
Rickettsia 10 [15] 9 [12]
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each of the reference sequences is

obtained and included in the map.

The reference genome of a given

comparison has a fixed size, whereas

the sequences to be compared can be

thought of as simply a ‘‘pile of proteins’’,

ranging between the size from that of a

small phage, to a single genome, or an

entire metagenomic sample or even ex-

isting large BLAST databases, such as

UniProt. It is important to emphasize

that each protein in the reference genome

is compared to all the proteins in the

query set—regardless of orientation or

location. The BLASTatlas method uses

the software BLASTALL v. 2.2.11 for

the search, and in BLAST terminology,

the reference genome constitutes the

‘query’ whereas each other genome

(e.g., a lane or circle in the atlas) in the

comparison corresponds to the ‘data-

base’. We define a lane as a visual repre-

sentation of mapped database hits

(individual residue matches) on to the

reference genome. A lane can have a

boxfilter (smoothing) applied within

each of the smallest visible units of the

atlas (the resolution of the graphical

representation). A single BLASTatlas

may contain several lanes; currently

around 60 circles is the upper limit.

The input requires a file containing the

genome sequence, including all anno-

tated coding sequences (comprising pro-

tein-start, -stop and -direction) for the

reference genome. The four programs

‘BLASTp’, ‘BLASTn’, ‘BLASTx’, and

‘tBLASTn’ can be used for each lane of

the BLASTatlas, although of course the

appropriate sequences (DNA or protein)

must be provided. For example, when

using ‘ BLASTn’ or ‘tBLASTn’ in a lane,

the required DNA sequence can be a set

of open reading frames (ORFs), chromo-

somal contigs, entire genome sequences

or even environmental (metagenomic)

samples. In a pairwise fashion, the se-

quence of the reference is BLASTed

against each database defined by the

user, employing the specified BLAST

algorithm.

Interpretation of BLAST alignments

For each of the sequences defined in the

reference, only the best hit in each data-

base is stored. For these hits, the align-

ments are mapped on to the reference

genome. When aligning two DNA

sequences, the map shows one of four

possible states for each position: match,

mismatch, gap in query (reference gen-

ome), and gap in database (lane). Only

the match contributes to the overall score

with a value of 1, whereas mismatches

and gaps in the database get a score

value of zero. When aligning two protein

sequences, an additional state is intro-

duced for conservative mismatches, indi-

cating that two amino acids have similar

physical–chemical properties; such a

state will receive a score of 0.5. Match

and gap states of protein alignments are

defined similar to those of the DNA

alignments. The occurrence of gaps in

the reference sequence do not get a cor-

responding coordinate and are therefore

ignored (see Fig. 1). In the BLASTatlas

context, a map is an array of match

scores. The array has the same length

as the reference genome, with each posi-

tion along the gene having a value of 0,

0.5 or 1: It should be noted that inter-

genic regions (and ncRNAs, including

tRNAs and rRNAs) have values of 0,

because BLASTatlases only compare

protein encoding genes. We use this as

a control, checking to make sure that the

rRNA operons are visualized as ‘‘gaps’’

throughout all the lanes, for example.

For each database defined, there will be

a corresponding BLAST map within the

atlas (see Fig. 2). Each database entry of

the BLAST searches must contain a

legend text for the lane, a colour code

range and a scaling method. For the

colours, an upper and lower colour is

required, whereas the middle colour

is usually grey; all colours are defined

in RGB integers ranging from 0 to 10.

The scale can be either fixed, such as

ranging from 0 to 1, or scaled using any

number of standard deviations around

the average.

DNA properties

The BLASTatlas method allows users to

add structural as well as base composi-

tion information to the atlas by using the

‘DNAparameters’ element in the request.

These properties can be for example

DNA structural properties,7 such as

intrinsic curvature,8 global or local

repeats9 or other measures of base com-

position.10 A list of possible different

properties currently pre-computed can

be obtained via the online documenta-

tion and type declarations of the web

services description. The DNA property

lanes are usually added near the center

(or at the lowest part when seen from the

outermost circle) of the atlas.

Custom properties

In addition to the standard DNA prop-

erties and BLAST maps, the web service

provides a method for adding individual

customer data for example gene expres-

sion values to the atlas, using the ‘cus-

tomMap’ element in the request. Data

must be provided in the form of comma

separated strings, with each position in

the list corresponding to the genomic

position. When defining custom data

lanes, the colour ranges, scaling method,

and legend text must be provided.

Visualization

Details such as the atlas title and the

geometry (linear or circle representation)

are necessary for the final visualization.

Once the BLAST searches are carried

out and remapped to the reference

Fig. 1 Mapping of protein–protein alignment to DNA. Panel A: mismatches and perfect matches are assigned a score of 0 and 1, respectively.

Conservative mismatches are assigned a score of 0.5. In the case of DNA alignment, only scores of 0 and 1 are possible. Panel B: gaps in the

database sequence will be rendered as being non-conserved areas (filled with zeros). Panel C: gaps in the reference sequence will be neglected, since

they have no corresponding region in the reference genome into which they can be mapped.
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genome and custom data and DNA

properties are collected, an XML config-

uration file is composed which contains

all these data and the layout of the atlas.

This file is then sent to the GeneWiz7

software which produces a PostScript

document, it then is base64 encoded to

allow transport via XML. This part of

the process takes place on the server and

requires no user-interaction. An example

atlas of a plasmid is shown in Fig. 3, and

will be discussed in more detail below.

Web services implementation

A WSDL (web services description lan-

guage) file is written which describes the

operations (runAtlas, pollQueue, fetch-

AtlasResult) and the input requirements

for them. The file can be downloaded.

All input/output objects are defined in a

separated XSD file (XML schema defini-

tion) within the WSDL file, which com-

prises information and type restrictions

applicable in the request. This serves as

documentation of the objects as well as a

way to validate a request before it is

submitted. Unfortunately, the validation

supports only Perl modules for now that

is not optimal yet, whereas this option is

well implemented in tools like soapUI

(http://www.soapui.org/). It should be

stressed that users should, until better

validation support can be implemented,

be careful to correctly format the input

parameters before sending the request.

Fig. 2 Genes (or segments) from each genome are compared with a reference gene, as shown in

the left panel; a pairwise comparison is made using one of the BLAST algorithms. On the right is

shown the ‘‘remapping’’, or the representation of each of the BLAST runs on the left, mapped

onto the chromosomal sequence. Note that gaps in the reference gene (grey) are not included in

the colored maps of the atlas.

Fig. 3 BLASTatlas of pE88—a small plasmid ofClostridium tetani strain E88, GenBank accession number AF528097. DNA parameters percent AT,

GC skew, global direct repeats, and global inverted repeats are included in the inner most lanes. BLAST lanes of all complete genome sequences of the

Clostridium genomes (see Table 1), including plasmids are included in the outer most lanes. As examples of custom lanes, the free energy (G, blue kcal

mol�1) and the probability (P, red) measures of stress induced DNA duplex destabilization (SIDD) sites are included in the lanes between the DNA

properties and the BLAST lanes.23 SIDD calculations were obtained from the SIDDbase WebService (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/ws/SIDDbase). The

request XML used to construct this plot can be downloaded from the example section of the service homepage, http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/ws/BLASTatlas.

As expected, there is full homology of all coding regions between the plasmids and all replicons of C. tetani E88 (black lane just outside of the

annotations); however there appears to be limited conservation of these pE88 genes throughout the genomes for other Clostridium strains.

366 | Mol. BioSyst., 2008, 4, 363–371 This journal is �c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Web services workflow

A workflow was written in Perl (v5.8.7),

employing SOAP:Lite (v0.69) which

reads the FASTA files of the database

strains listed in Table 3 and produces a

BLASTatlas using the C. botulinum

strain F Langeland as reference. The

script uses the online web service (see

Fig. 4). The BLASTatlas figure produced

by this workflow is seen in Fig. 5.

Results

Fig. 3 represents a BLASTatlas for plas-

mid pE88 from Clostridium tetani strain

E88. The homology for genes in the

plasmid to other sequenced genomes is

shown in the circles, additional ‘‘custom

lanes’’ represent chromosomal regions

predicted to open under superhelical

stress. The chromosomal location of the

genes encoding colT and tetR are labelled

in the figure. Notice that these two pro-

teins contain regions of homology that

are found in most of the Clostridium

proteomes searched. Since the C. tetani

plasmid is included in the genome se-

quence (black circle in the figure), all

the genes are found in this genome (solid

black), and most of the other Clostridium

proteomes contain some weak homology

but in general lack most of the plasmid-

encoded genes. Thus, this is a quick over-

view of gene conservation of a plasmid

compared to many sequenced genomes of

the same genera.

To demonstrate this for an entire bac-

terial genome (which is millions of bp in

size, compared to a small/B75 000 bp

plasmid, shown in Fig. 3), we have used

the genome sequence of C. botulinum

strain F Langeland, the largest of the

C. botulinum genomes, to build a protein

BLASTatlas of all publicly available

fully sequenced Clostridia genomes, in-

cluding all chromosomes, plasmids and

phages (see Fig. 5). Each lane of the atlas

corresponds to a sequencing project that

contains the main chromosome plus any

Fig. 4 Workflow description: a Perl script was written for handling the assembly of the SOAP

envelope and contacting various other web services operations: (A) obtaining genomes sequence:

using the getSeq operation of the GenomeAtlas Web Services (v.3.3), the genome sequence of the

reference genome is obtained as one continuous string. (B) Obtaining atlas annotations:

annotated CDS, rRNA, and tRNA features of the GenBank record of the reference genome

using the getFeatures operation—these are the features which will be printed in a separate lane

on the atlas. (C)Obtaining ORF annotations of the reference genome: again, using the getFeatures

operation, all codon sequences and their translations are obtained. (D) Obtain databases: read

FASTA files containing proteins and ORFs of the database genomes to be added as lanes. The

output of A–F are assembled into a single SOAP request, including configurations of the atlas.

(E) Polling the queue: once the job has been submitted, a 32 character hex string is returned for

identifying the job, which can be used by operation pollQueue to see the status of the job.

(F + G) Obtaining result: once a status ‘‘FINISHED’’ is obtained from pollQueue, the job id

can submitted to fetchResult and the resulting PostScript image is returned.

Table 2 A list of all strains and their accession numbers used in this comparison. Each row represents the NCBI Entrez sequencing project. The
number of base pairs and protein coding genes are those derived as the sum within each project. C. botulinum str. F Langeland is that used as
reference of the comparison

Species Segments Size Proteins

C. acetobutylicum ATCC 82414 Entrez Project 77: Chromosome: AE001437,
Plasmid pSOL1: AE001438

4.132.880 3.848

C. beijerinckii NCIMB 8052 (unpublished) Entrez Project 12637: Chromosome: CP000721 6.000.632 5.020
C. botulinum A str. ATCC 19397 (unpublished) Entrez Project 19517: Chromosome: CP000726 3.863.450 3.552
C. botulinum A str. ATCC 35026 Entrez Project 193: Chromosome: AM412317,

Plasmid pBOT3502: AM412318
3.903.260 3.671

C. botulinum A str. Hall (unpublished) Entrez Project 19521: Chromosome: CP000727 3.760.560 3.407
C. botulinum F str. (unpublished) Entrez Project 19519: Chromosome: CP000728,

Plasmid pCLI: CP000729

4.012.918 3.659

C. difficile 63015 Entrez Project 78: Chromosome: AM180355,
Plasmid pCD630: AM180356

4.298.133 3.787

C. kluyveri DSM 555 (unpublished) Entrez Project 19065: Chromosome: CP000673,
Plasmid pCKL555A: CP000674

4.023.800 3.913

C. novyi NT16 Entrez Project 16820: Chromosome: CP000382 2.547.720 2.325
C. perfringens ATCC 1312425 Entrez Project 304: Chromosome: CP000246 3.256.683 2.876
C. perfringens SM10117 Entrez Project 12521: Chromosome: CP000312,

Plasmid 1: CP000313, Plasmid 2: CP000314,
Viral segment phage phiSM101: CP000315

2.960.088 2.631

C. perfringens str. 1318 Entrez Project 79: Chromosome: BA000016,
Plasmid pCP13: AP003515,

3.085.740 2.723

C. tetani E8819 Entrez Project 81: Chromosome: AE015927,
Plasmid pE88: AF528097

2.873.333 2.432

C. thermocellum ATCC 27405 (unpublished) Entrez Project 314: Chromosome: CP000568 3.843.301 3.191
Clostridium phage20 Phage c-st: AP008983 185.683 198

This journal is �c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008 Mol. BioSyst., 2008, 4, 363–371 | 367



phages or plasmids present in the gen-

ome. The proteins encoded by the 185 kb

neurotoxin-converting bacteriophage

c-st are labelled, as well as a region which

is zoomed in the second panel in Fig. 5.

The accession numbers, total size and

total number of genes within each lane

can be seen in Table 2.

There are several items of interest which

can be seen in Fig. 5. First, the rRNA

operons can be quite readily seen, near the

top part of the chromosome map, labeled

turquoise; these rRNA operons are more

GC rich (hence less red in the inner-most

lane), have direct and inverted repeats (the

next two lanes), and are not shown in the

proteome comparison lanes (since these

genes do not encode proteins).

As expected, the circle representing

the c-st phage shows little match for most

of the C. botulinum genome, at the

protein level. In general, the two other

C. botulinum genomes (both in blue) have

the highest similarity to the reference

C. botulinum genome (also shown as a

circle). In this case it is used as an internal

control: all of the proteins should show a

match for this lane, since the reference

genome is blasted against itself. Another

interesting observation is the upper-left-

hand part of the genome which seems to

have more homology to other Clostridium

genomes, in particular showing

many matches to the C. perfringens

genomes (green circles), compared to the

rest of the genome.

Application in metagenomics

The genera of Prochlorococcus belongs

to the cyanobacteria and is one of the

most abundant photosynthetic organ-

isms of the ocean. It plays an important

role in the planet’s carbon cycle and has

adapted to the various light and oxygen

conditions present at the various

depths.11 As of the end of January

2008, eleven Prochlorococcus marinus

genomes are publicly available and we

have included all encoded proteins of

these data with the seven metagenomic

read collections from the ALOHA

station near Hawaii,12 as shown in

Table 3. The strain of P. marinus strain

MIT 9303 has the largest genome of all

Fig. 5 BLASTatlas of Clostridium botulinum F strain Langeland: Lanes show genome homology of (starting from the outermost lane):

C. acetobutylicumATCC 824, C. beijerinckiiNCIMB 8052, C. botulinumA str. ATCC 19397, C. botulinumAATCC 3502, C. botulinumA str. Hall,

C. difficile 630, C. kluyveri DSM 555, C. novyi NT, C. perfringens ATCC 13124, C. perfringens SM101, C. perfringens str. 13, C. tetani E88,

C. thermocellum ATCC 27405, and Clostridium phage c-st genome. Inside of the annotation circle are shown global direct repeats, global inverted

repeats, stacking energy, and percent AT. Blue and red annotations are coding sequences on plus and minus strand, whereas green and turquoise

are rRNA and tRNA, genes respectively. The two toxin components NTNH and BoNT/A1 that are identified on phage c-st are present in the

reference genome at positions 880 kb and 883 kb, respectively (marked ‘cst’). The presence of the two is visible as a thin blue band on the c-st blast

lane. The lower part of the figure shows a zoom of the region around 2635 kb, providing an example of a gene cluster which appears to be

conserved throughout the C. botulinum strains and partly within the C. difficile 630.
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currently available sequences (2.7 Mb)

and was therefore used as reference in

this comparison. BLAST hits between

the reference and the encoded proteins

of all the P. marinus genomes included

were generated with the BLASTp

algorithm, whereas hits between the

reference proteins and the DNA reads

of the metagenomic samples were gener-

ated using the tBLASTn algorithm.

tBLASTn was used to avoid the

gene prediction step of the metagenomic

samples and to allow a rough estimate

of the coding potential of these samples.

All lanes are sorted according to

the water depth at which the samples

were collected (see Fig. 6). The Perl

code for constructing this plot using

web services is provided on the service

homepage.

Discussion

The BLASTatlas method can assist bio-

logists in finding regions along the chro-

mosome which are conserved (or not).

This information is useful for several

Fig. 6 BLASTatlas showing fully sequenced Prochlorococcus genomes (green) and the seven ALOHA metagenomic samples (blue). Outermost

lanes represent samples closer to the ocean surface.

Table 3 A list of all strains/sample names and their accession numbers used in the metagenomic comparison. The list is sorted by sampling depth

Source Size Origin Accession/sample Ref. Depth

P. marinus str. MIT 9515 1 704 176 (1906 proteins) Tropical Pacific CP000552 Unpublished Surface
P. marinus str. MIT 9215 1 738 790 (1983 proteins) Equatorial Pacific CP000825 Unpublished Surface
P. marinus str. MED4 1 657 990 (1936 proteins) Mediterranean Sea BX548174 21 4 m
JGI_SMPL_HF10_10-07-02 7 482 668 (7842 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 10 m
P. marinus str. NATL1A 1 864 731 (2193 proteins) North Atlantic CP000553 Unpublished 30 m
P. marinus str. NATL2A 1 842 899 (2163 proteins) North Atlantic CP000095 Unpublished 30 m
P. marinus str. AS9601 1 669 886 (1921 proteins) Arabian Sea CP000551 Unpublished 50 m
JGI_SMPL_HF70_10-07-02 10 828 386 (10 999 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 70 m
P. marinus str. MIT 9211 1 688 963 (1855 proteins) Equatorial Pacific CP000878 21 83 m
P. marinus str. MIT 9301 1 641 879 (1907 proteins) Sargasso Sea CP000576 Unpublished 90 m
P. marinus str. MIT 9303 2 682 675 (2997 proteins) Sargasso Sea CP000554 Unpublished 100 m
P. marinus str. SS120 1 751 080 (1882 proteins) Sargasso Sea AE017126 22 120 m
JGI_SMPL_HF130_10-06-02 6 091 784 (6812 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 130 m
P. marinus str. MIT 9312 1 709 204 (1962 proteins) Equatorial Pacific CP000111 Unpublished 135 m

P. marinus str. MIT MIT9313 2 410 873 (2273 proteins) Gulf Stream BX548175 21 135 m
JGI_SMPL_HF200_10-06-02 7 829 659 (8286 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 200 m
JGI_SMPL_HF500_10-06-02 8 764 642 (9027 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 500 m
JGI_SMPL_HF770_12-21-03 11 811 597 (11 479 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 770 m
JGI_SMPL_HF4000_12-21-03 11 028 821 (11 229 contigs) North Pacific Subtropical Gyre — 12 4000 m
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different applications, such as identifying

phage insertion sites and loss of impor-

tant genetic material. This method is

even able to scale down to each indivi-

dual nucleotide or amino acid residue.

However, it is unable to deal with se-

quences (or parts thereof) that are not

found in the reference genome. A good

compromise when dealing with this issue

is often to use the largest chromosome of

a species as reference; in addition, it can

be useful to rebuild the maps using dif-

ferent reference genomes. Besides this

limitation, the fact that all coordinates

are mapped back to the reference causes

the coordinates of the database genomes

to ‘‘get lost’’ in that only the best match

is displayed, regardless of the chromoso-

mal location in the database genomes.

Other aspects of genome homology like

gene synteny cannot effectively be

answered by this tool. However, it is

possible to use an additional circle to

plot gene order conservation along the

chromosome.

Currently, we see the BLASTatlas as

an intermediate stage in analysis of many

genomes of similar species. Soon there

will be a need to compare hundreds or

thousands of genome sequences, and the

need for development of new methods

for comparison of even larger numbers

of genomes (hundreds or thousands) is

ever more important.
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